The Regional Task Force on the Homeless is at the forefront of our region’s efforts to ensure we have sustainable and effective solutions for addressing homelessness... and we need your help!

WeAllCount, also known as San Diego’s Point-in-Time Count, is a community effort of over 1,500 volunteers countywide that count and survey homeless folks throughout San Diego County.

Data from the WeAllCount empowers our community to develop lasting solutions in the ongoing effort to end homelessness.

Volunteers will be assigned to a team to help count and interview homeless persons to produce an estimate of the total number of individuals living unsheltered in San Diego County. We can’t do this without you!

**The Count:** Friday, January 26th, 2018 / 4:00 am-7:00 am

**Interviews:** January 26th—31st. See VolunteerHub for times

Interested in volunteering? Register online by Jan 15, 2018

RTFH.VOLUNTEERHUB.COM